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1. INTRODUCTION
Let A and B be nonempty subsets of an additive abelian group G.
A sumset A+B is the set of all sums a+b, where a # A, b # B; in particular,
2A=A+A. Similarly,
A&B=[a&b : a # A, b # B].
Let + be a finitely additive measure on the group G, for example, a car-
dinality |A| of a finite set A, Lebesgue measure m on Euclidean space, or
the corresponding factormeasure m on the torus. There are many publi-
cations on the dependence between +(A), +(B) and +(A+B) and its
applications in additive number theory (see [3, 5, 6] and literature cited
there).
Freiman [3, Chap. 1] proved that if A is a finite set of integers and
|A|>1, then
|2A|min {3 |A|&3, 2(A)$(A) +|A|= (1.1)
where 2(A) is the diameter of A and $(A) is the greatest common divisor
of differences of elements of A.
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The known theorem of MacbeathKneser [1, Chap. 7] implies a similar
inequality for Lebesgue measure on R: if A is a bounded closed subset of
R, then
m(2A)min[3m(A), 2(A)+m(A)] (1.2)
(by Lemma 2 of [2]).
On the other hand, if A/Rn is bounded and closed, then
m(2A)2nm(A) (1.3)
(an equality holds, if A is convex). Comparing the inequalities (1.2) and
(1.3), one may conjecture that if A is a bounded closed subset of Rn, then
m(2A)2nm(A)+min[m(A), m(C"A)] (1.4)
where C is a convex hull of A.
In this paper, we prove the inequality (1.4) for the case in which C is a
parallelepiped. A discrete version of this result is an n-dimensional
generalisation of the inequality (1.1).
2. STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS. EXAMPLES
We use the following notations. For any nonempty subset A of
Euclidean space Rn, [A] is the closure and conv A is the convex hull of A.
If A is a parallelepiped, then vert A denotes the set of vertices of A. If A
is a lattices, then d(A) is the determinant of A. If A is a lattice set (i.e.
|A|>1 and A is a subset of a lattice), then 4(A) denotes the minimal lat-
tice of A, i.e. the intersection of all lattices containing A. For any nonempty
subsets A, B, C of additive group G, we put
CcB= ,
b # B
(C&b)
so A+BC is equivalent to ACcB.
Theorem 1. Let P be an n-dimensional parallelepiped, A be a nonempty
subset of P and conv[A]=P. If the sets A and 2A are Lebesgue measurable,
then
m(2A)2nm(A)+min[m(A), m(P"A)]. (2.1)
Let 4 be a lattice in Rn. A parallelepiped of the lattice 4 denotes
a parallelepiped whose vertices are in 4. It is called prime, if 4 does not
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contain any other points of its boundary. In particular, any parallelepiped
of an one-dimensional lattice is prime. A fundamental parallelepiped of any
lattice 4 is prime. Another example: if n>1, [e1 , e2 , ..., en] is a basis of 4,
f0 # 4, b1n and b2 , ..., bn are pairwise coprime positive integers and
f1=b1e1+e2+ } } } +en , f2=e1+b2 e2 , ..., fn=e1+bn en
then the n-dimensional parallelepiped
Pf=[ f0+#1 f1+ } } } +#n fn : # i # [0, 1]]
is prime. For any bounded subset A of Rn, it may choose the such vector
f0 and integers b1 , ..., bn that A/Pf .
Let P be an n-dimensional prime parallelepiped of a lattice 4 and V=
vert P. It is easy to show that if VAP & 4, then
|2A|2n |A|&4n+3n (2.2)
(an equality holds, if A=P & 4 or A=V).
Theorem 2. Let A be an n-dimensional lattice set, 4=4(A), P be a
prime parallelepiped of 4 and V=vert P. If VAP, then
|2A|2n |A|&4n+3n+min { |A|&2n, m(P)d(4) &|A|+2n&1= . (2.3)
This is a discrete version of Theorem 1. Freiman’s inequality (1.1) is a
special case of (2.3) for n=1.
Remark. Primality of P is essential. If, for example,
n>1, A=[0, 1, 2, ..., q]n
(q2 is an integer), 4=Zn and P=[0, q]n, then all the conditions of
Theorem 2 are satisfied with the exception of primality of P. We have
d(4)=1, m(P)=qn, |A|=(q+1)n, |2A|=(2q+1)n
so
|2A|<
m(P)
d(4)
+(2n&1) |A|&4n+3n+2n&1
<(2n+1) |A|&4n+3n&2n
in contradiction with (2.3).
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A class of inverse additive problems is to describe the arithmetical
or geometrical structure of the sets with small doubling. It is known [3]
that if
A/Z2, |A|>10 and |2A|< 103 |A|&5
then A is a subset of two parallel lines. Moreover [3, 6], for every =>0,
there exist k(=) and l(=) such that if
A/Z2, |A|>k(=) and |2A|<(4&=) |A|
then A is a subset of l(=) parallel lines.
We deduce from Theorem 2 the following
Theorem 3. Let A be a subset of Z2 whose convex hull is a paral-
lelogram of prime area p. If
|A|
p+7
2
and |2A|5 |A|&12 (2.4)
then A is a subset of two parallel lines.
Theorem 3 is best possible in certain sense. Let p be an odd prime
number and A be a subset of Z2 consisting of the points
v0=(0; 0), v1=\1; p+12 + , v2=(2; 1), v3=\3;
p+3
2 +
and all of inner integer points of a triangle with the vertices v0 , v1 , v2 . Then
conv A is a parallelogram of area p with the vertices v0 , v1 , v2 , v3 .
Moreover
|A|=
p+7
2
, |2A|=5 |A|&11
and A is not a subset of two parallel lines. This example shows also that
for n=2, there exist the such large sets A of Theorem 2 that
|2A|=(2n+1) |A|&4n+3n&2n.
It would be interesting to ascertain if it is true for n>2.
We can assume further, without loss of generality, that the origin is a
vertex of the parallelepiped P.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, all the considered subsets of Rn are supposed as Lebesgue
measurable. We deduce Theorem 1 from the following more general
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Theorem 4. Let P be an n-dimensional parallelepiped, A and B be non-
empty subsets of P, conv[A]=P, S=A+B. Then
m(S)2nm(B)+min[m(A), m(P"B)]. (3.1)
For B=A this is Theorem 1.
Remark. According to known BrunnMinkowski’s inequality [4],
m(S)(m(A)1n+m(B)1n)n.
If m(A)<m(B) or 0<m(A)=m(B)<m(P), then (3.1) delivers a stronger
lower bound for m(S).
Put V=vert P, 4=4(V). For each nonempty subset E of Rn, let E be
the image of E by canonical homomorphism Rn  Rn4 and m (E ) be the
corresponding factormeasure on the n-dimensional torus Rn4.
Lemma 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 4,
m (S )min[m(P), m(A)+m(B)]. (3.2)
It follows immediately from MacbeathKneser’s theorem.
Lemma 2. Let + be a finitely additive measure on an arbitrary ring U of
sets. If A1 , A2 , ..., Ak # U, then
+ \.
k
i=1
Ai+ :
k
i=1
+(Ai)&(k&1) + \,
k
i=1
Ai+ .
(This follows by induction on k).
Proof of Theorem 4. By definition of m (see [1, Chap. 7]),
m (S )=m[P & (S&4)].
As S2P, the set S&(4"V) does not contain any inner points of P.
Therefore,
m (S )=m[P & (S&V)]
and we have by Lemma 2,
m (S ) :
v # V
m[P & (S&v)]&(2n&1) m[P & (ScV)]. (3.3)
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Since
.
v # V
(P+v)=P+V=2P
and any two of 2n parallelepipeds P+v(v # V) do not have any common
inner points, it follows
:
v # V
m[P & (S&v)]= :
v # V
m[S & (P+v)]=m(S). (3.4)
Let =>0 and v # V. Since P=conv[A], so V[A], there exists a(v) # A
such that
|v&a(v)|<=.
Since a(V)+BS, it follows BSca(V). Therefore,
m(B)m[P & (Sca(V))]
and, in view of arbitrarity of =>0,
m(B)m[P & (ScV)]. (3.5)
Combining (3.3)(3.5) we obtain
m (S )m(S)&(2n&1) m(B). (3.6)
Theorem 4 follows from (3.6) and Lemma 1.
Remark. The equality (3.4) is a special case of an identity
m(E)= :
u # 4
m[P & (E&u)] for any E/Rn
which implies also Minkowski’s convex body theorem (see [1, Chap. 3]).
Corollary. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, if
m(S)<m(A)+2nm(B) (3.7)
then P[S]&V.
Indeed, by Theorem 4 it follows from (3.7)
m(A)+m(B)>m(P)
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so
m (A )+m (B )>d(4)
and, by MacbeathKneser’s theorem, S =Rn4. Hence
S&4=Rn, PS&4
and all the inner points of P are in S&V, since S2P=P+V.
4. LEMMAS ON SUMS OF FINITE SETS
Let G be an additive abelian group, M be a nonempty subset of G.
Stabilizer of the set M is the set
H=H(M)=[x # G : M+x=M].
Clearly H is a subgroup of G, M+H=M; H=G if and only if M=G. If
G is torsion-free and M is finite, then H=[0].
Lemma 3. Let E and F be nonempty finite subsets of G and let H be a
stabilizer of the sumset E+F. Then
|E+F ||E+H |+|F+H |& |H |.
In particular, if G is torsion-free, then
|E+F ||E|+|F |&1.
It follows immediately from known Kneser’s theorem for abelian groups
[6, Chap. 4].
Lemma 4. Let G be a torsion-free abelian group, . be a homomorphism
of the group G. If A and B are nonempty finite subsets of G and S=A+B,
H is the stabilizer of subset .(S) of the group .(G), and for each g # G
Mg=[x # G : .(x) # .(g)+H]
then
|S & Ms ||H |+2 for each s # S (4.1)
where
2=|.(A)|+|.(B)|&|.(S)|&1.
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Proof. We have for s=a+b, a # A, b # B:
A & Ma+B & Mb S & Ms
whence
|S & Ms ||A & Ma |+|B & Mb |&1. (4.2)
Since
.(A & Ma)=.(A) & (.(a)+H)
and
.(A) _ (.(a)+H).(A)+H
it follows that
|A & Ma ||.(A & Ma)||.(A)|+|H |&|.(A)+H |
and analogously,
|B & Mb ||.(B)|+|H |&|.(B)+H |.
Therefore, (4.2) implies
|S & Ms |2 |H |+|.(A)|+|.(B)|&|.(A)+H |&|.(B)+H |&1. (4.3)
By Lemma 3,
|.(A)+H |+|.(B)+H | |.(S)|+|H |
so (4.3) implies (4.1).
Lemma 5. Let P be an n-dimensional prime parallelepiped of a lattice 4,
V=vert P, 40=4(V). Put E =E40 for each subset E of 4. If F is a non-
empty subset of 4 and
F+VE2P & 4 (4.4)
then
|E ||E"2V |&(2n&1) |F"V |+’(E) (4.5)
where
’(E)={0, if E & 40 is empty,1, if E & 40 is nonempty.
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Proof. Put
K0=(P & 4)"V, K=K0 _ [v0]
where v0 # V. Since P is prime, the set K is a direct supplement of the
sublattice 40 in 4. Therefore,
|E |=|K & (E&40)|=|K0 & (E&40)|+’(E). (4.6)
As E2P, the sets K0 and E&(40 "V) are disjoint, so
K0 & (E&40)=K0 & (E&V).
Hence, by Lemma 2,
|K0 & (E&40)| :
v # V
|K0 & (E&v)|&(2n&1) |K0 & (EcV)|. (4.7)
Since the sets K0+v (v # V) are pairwise disjoint, it follows that
:
v # V
|K0 & (E&v)|= :
v # V
|E & (K0+v)|
=|E & (K0+V)|=|E"2V |. (4.8)
Further, F+V2P implies F2PcV=P and
F"V(P & 4)"V=K0 .
Moreover, it follows from (4.4) that FEcV. Therefore,
F"VK0 & (EcV). (4.9)
Combining (4.6)(4.9) we obtain the inequality (4.5).
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Theorem 2 is a special case of the following
Theorem 5. Let A be a set under the conditions of Theorem 2, B be a
nonempty subset of P & 4 and S=A+B. Then
(I) if B & V is empty, then
|S|2n |B|+min { |A|&2n, m(P)d(4) &|B|= (5.1)
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(II) if B & V is nonempty, then
|S"2V |2n |B"V |+min { |A|&2n, m(P)d(4) &|B"V |&1= . (5.2)
In particular, if B=A, then
|B"V |= |A|&2n, |S"2V |=|2A|&3n
and (5.2) implies (2.3). Theorem 5 contains also ( for n=1) Freiman’s
theorem on addition of two different sets of integers [6, Chap. 4].
Proof. Let ’ be the same as in Lemma 5. We may combine the both of
assertions of Theorem 5 as follows:
|S"2V |+’(S)2n |B"V |
+min { |A|&2n+’(B), m(P)d(4) &|B"V |= . (5.3)
Indeed, if B & V is empty, then ’(B)=0 and the centre of 2P is the only
point of 2V which may be contained in S. Therefore, |S"2V |=|S|&’(S)
and (5.3) implies (5.1). If B & V is nonempty, then ’(S)=’(B)=1 and
(5.3) implies (5.2).
Applying Lemma 5 to the sets E=S and F=B, we get
|S"2V |+’(S)|S |+(2n&1) |B"V |. (5.4)
As
|4 |=
m(P)
d(4)
it suffices to prove now that if
|S"2V |+’(S)2n |B"V |+|A"V |+’(B)&1 (5.5)
then S =4 .
It follows from (5.4) and (5.5) that
|S ||A"V |+|B"V |+’(B)&1=|A |+|B |&2
so
2=|A |+ |B |& |S |&11. (5.6)
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Consider a canonical homomorphism .: 4  4 and a stabilizer H of subset
.(S)=S of the group .(4)=4 . Since VA, it follows .(0) # .(A) and
.(B)+H.(S)+H=.(S)
whence
|.(S)|=r |H |, |.(B)+H |=r1 |H |, 0<r1r. (5.7)
Let
S1=[x # S : .(x) # .(B)+H], S2=S"S1 .
So S2 is the set of elements of S, whose .-images are in r2=r&r1 different
H-cosets of the group .(4). By Lemma 4,
|S2 |r2 ( |H |+2). (5.8)
Apply now Lemma 5 to the sets E=S1 and F=B. Since B+VS1 , we
have
|S1"2V |+’(S1)|.(S1)|+(2n&1) |B"V |. (5.9)
It follows from the definition of S1 that
.(S1)=.(B)+H
and
|S1 & 2V |&’(S1)=|S & 2V |&’(S). (5.10)
We obtain by addition of (5.8)(5.10) and taking into account (5.7):
|S"2V |+’(S)|S |+(2n&1) |B"V |+r2 2.
Combining this inequality with (5.5) we have
|S |+r2 2|A"V |+|B"V |+’(B)&1=|A |+ |B |&2
so r222&1. Since 21 in view of (5.6), we obtain r2=0, so r1=r and
S =B +H. On the other hand, by Lemma 3,
|S ||A +H |+|B +H |&|H |.
Therefore, |A +H ||H |. Since also HA +H, it follows A +H=H, so
A H4 . As 4 is the minimal lattice of A, the set A is not contained in
any proper subgroup of 4 . Hence H=4 and thus S =4 . Theorem 5 is
proved.
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Remark. The equality S =4 following from (5.5) implies S&40=4
and P & 4S&40 . Since also SP & 4+V, it follows P & 4S&V. So
we obtain
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 5, if
|S"2V |+’(S)<|A"V |+2n |B"V |+’(B)
then P & 4S&V.
Corollary 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, if
|2A|<(2n+1) |A|&4n+3n&2n
then P & 42A&V.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
Let P=conv A, 4=4(A), 40=4(vert P). Then
40 4Z2, d(40)=m(P)= p, d(4)p.
If d(4)= p, then 40=4 and A=vert P, so |A|=4, |2A|=9, contradicting
with (2.4). Therefore, d(4)=1 and 4=Z2. Moreover,
P=[e0+#1 a1 e1+#2a2e2 : #1 , #2 # [0, 1]]
where e0 , e1 , e2 # Z2, a1 , a2 # N, a1a2 ; the vectors e1 and e2 are primitive
and linearly independent,
a1 a2 |det[e1 , e2] |=m(P)= p.
If a1=a2=1, then the parallelogram P is prime; hence, by Theorem 2,
|2A|min[5 |A|&11, p+3 |A|&4]
contradicting with (2.4). Therefore,
a1=1, a2= p, so |det[e1 , e2]|=1
[e1 , e2] is a basis of the lattice Z2 and
P=[e0+#1e1+ p#2 e2 : #1 , #2 # [0, 1]].
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Since the open strip
[e0+#1e1+Re2 : #1 # (0, 1)]
does not contain any point of Z2, the set A lies on the parallel lines
e0+Re2 and e0+e1+Re2 .
Remark. Primality of the area p is essential. Let, for example, p be a
composite number, p=qr, where q2 and r6 are integers; the set
A=[0, 1, 2, ..., q]_[0, 1, r]
is not a subset of two parallel lines. At the same time,
conv A=[0, q]_[0, r], m(conv A)=qr= p
|A|=3(q+1), |2A|=6(2q+1)
so
|A|<
p+7
2
and |2A|<5 |A|&12.
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